DJSS

The most powerful public safety tool is information - and
the fastest, most effective way to deliver that information
to your people in the field is mobile, wireless technology.
That means Motorola. Motorola delivers more effective,
more affordable public safety solutions.

DJS SELECT

Rapid Intelligence. Rapid Decision Making. Rapid
Deployment. Rapid Results.

If retrieving real-time mission critical data would make a
difference in your team's on-the-street performance - and
to your community's public safety - DJSS is the proven
solution you have been searching for. Only DJSS delivers
the integrated capabilities, features and functionality to
make the difference your citizens will notice. Motorola's
DJSS is the right decision for so many reasons:
Rapid intelligence
DJSS is a fully integrated suite of products that provide
rapid access to communications and information
resources essential to mission critical environments.

Getting the Right Information
to the Right People at the
Right Time

Rapid decision making
DJSS allows agencies to quickly collect and manage vital
information so that it can be shared and used where and
when it is needed.
Rapid deployment
DJSS offers pre-built and delivered configurations so it's
fast and economical to deploy.

DIGITAL JUSTICE SOLUTION SELECT
INTEGRATED SOFTWARE

Public safety incidents can escalate from routine to
high-risk in a split second. Often the difference between
a successful emergency response and an unhappy ending
is simple: Getting the right information to the right people
at the right time can yield powerful, life-saving results.
Rapid access to communications and information
resources is essential to police, fire and emergency
responders. To support this shared intelligence, Motorola
has a simple but comprehensive solution. We call it
Motorola's Digital Justice Solution Select Integrated
Software (DJSS)…

Rapid results
DJSS gets the right information to the right people at the
right time, yielding powerful results that save lives and
build public confidence.
When it comes to public safety solutions, Motorola is
proud to offer Digital Justice Solution Select - a total
solution package that helps public safety agencies collect
and manage vital information from virtually any location.

WHAT IS DJSS?

DJSS is a seamless suite of advanced public safety
software applications. This cost-effective, Windows ®based, total solution is designed to provide mid-sized
public safety agencies with an affordable alternative
that delivers the ability to collect, manage, share and
effectively use critical information:

DIGITAL JUSTICE SOLUTION SELECT
INTEGRATED SOFTWARE
A rapidly deployable, industry-proven public safety solution offering
Computer Aided Dispatch, Records Management System and Mobile Data
Computing for a complete rapid, seamless incident management system.
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• Computer Aided Dispatch Software automates 9-1-1
call taking and dispatching functions so you can use the
same 9-1-1 system to initiate and manage incidents and
dispatch resources
• Records Management System, supporting a law
enforcement agency's need to effectively record, index
and track criminal and non-criminal incidents with
innovative digital criminal justice software
• Mobile Applications enables field personnel to
communicate wirelessly among their peers, manage
their calls for service and review prior incident information.
This ensures that officers remain in the field ready to
protect and serve their community.
These three components integrate seamlessly, allowing
public safety agencies to equip their valuable resources
with the mission-critical information they need to handle
incidents with greater effectiveness.
This public safety suite can be further enhanced by
adding DJSS premier solutions such as field based
reporting, Automated Vehicle Location (AVL), and network
evaluation with Mission Critical Network Services.

DJS-DJSSBRO-1

DJSS OPTIONS

DJSS by itself is a powerful tool. But Motorola lets you
add other options that allow you to even further enhance
your public safety responses. These options include:
• Field Based Reporting. Field-based reporting has never
been easier. This module is both fast and accurate,
eliminating the errors inherent in manual data entry.
This complete mobile reporting solution results in more
accurate data through customized forms, definable
supervisor workflow processes and efficient exporting
of report data to Records Management System. And if
your agency chooses to submit reports wirelessly,
officers can then stay in the field throughout their
shift to protect and serve their communities.
• Automatic Vehicle Location. Using Global Positioning
System (GPS) capabilities, your wireless data network
can now display graphical maps right on your dispatchers' terminal screens. These maps pinpoint the realtime location and direction of each emergency vehicle.
As a result, dispatchers can make real-time requests
for incident assistance and response times can be
improved. Knowing the exact location and status of
every public safety vehicle is tantamount to efficient
and effective incident response.
• Mission Critical Network Services (MCNS). This
network solution brings the power of the Internet
Protocol (IP) technology to make sure that your 9-1-1
system meets current state and federal security and
interoperability standards and will remain highly
available for the benefit of your operation in the face
of equipment failures or security attacks.
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DJSS can help you make
rapid, informed decisions,
allowing you to focus your
energies on making the
world a safer place.

THE DIGITAL DIFFERENCE

DJSS ensures your police, fire and emergency medical
personnel now have rapid access to communications and
information resources for safer, more effective responses
to any public safety situation. Let's walk this easily
deployed solution through a recognizable 9-1-1 situation
to demonstrate the difference that DJSS can make…
A MOMENT IN TIME: DJSS ESCALATES FROM ROUTINE
TO EXTRAORDINARY…

At 10:30 pm, a 9-1-1 call reports a situation dreaded by
police - a domestic disturbance. The caller, Brenda, says her
husband is intoxicated and has assaulted his best friend
Mike. As the 9-1-1 call is answered, the caller's data,
including name, address and location instantly populate
CAD's call screen, simultaneously pinpointing the caller's
location in the Advanced Tactical Mapping (ATM) system.
While Sally, the dispatcher, remains on the phone with the
caller, CAD makes a unit recommendation and the wireless
signal dispatches the unit.
Officer Jones and Officer Smith, on routine patrol in the area,
receive notification of dispatch to a domestic disturbance.
While en route to the call, the officers are continuously
receiving up-to-date information from dispatch as well as
wirelessly keeping dispatch informed of their status changes.
The officers also learn that previous domestic disturbances
have occurred at this residence, including violence and
weapons.

While Officer Smith is providing first aid to Mike, Officer
Jones runs John's information through the State Module,
which also generates a records check against RMS. He
learns from the RMS return that John has prior arrests in
their department for drug use and on the state return
shows several violence-related warrants.
As Sally is monitoring the approaching EMS unit via ATM
and AVL capabilities, she receives notification of another
unit going out on a traffic stop with the suspect vehicle.
Due to CAD split-screen capability, Sally is able to effectively
manage both the traffic stop and the original incident and
dispatches a backup officer to the traffic stop due to John's
violent history.
John is successfully and uneventfully apprehended and is
advised of his rights and arrested by Officer Mahoney.
Officer Smith has begun his incident report at the residence,
while Officer Mahoney begins the arrest report at the scene
of the traffic stop. All information from the CAD event is
imported to generate the report and persons information
from the records check.
When the officer's receive approval from their supervisor
electronically, the complete report is printed and delivered
with the husband to the jail.

Time and time again, whether
through a similar scenario or another
real-life public safety crisis, DJSS
will prove its value as the ultimate
solution for seamless and rapid
incident management to better
protect and serve your communities.
SO WHY DIGITAL JUSTICE SOLUTION SELECT (DJSS)?

WHY MOTOROLA?

Motorola's Digital Justice Solution Select delivers the
benefits of a state-of-the-art public safety system at an
amazingly affordable price:

Mission-critical environments demand unparalleled
reliability and continuous data access. Information sharing
through rapid mobile intelligence is the answer. DJSS
provides an affordable solution to mid-tier agencies with
a maximum number of features and Motorola's renowned
quality. No complicated buying decisions. There are just
two models - basic or premium. Both are designed to meet
your public safety communication needs, allowing standard,
pre-configured options to be easily combined with more
configurable capabilities.

• DJSS is perfect for mid-size agencies and public safety
organizations that want an affordable solution with
a maximum number of features backed by Motorola's
renowned reputation
• DJSS is Windows-based, so it's fast and economical
to deploy
• DJSS increases productivity by keeping users
communicating seamlessly while allowing them to
concentrate on the job at hand
• DJSS offers standards-based products with designed-in
flexibility and expandability

DJSS will give you the peace of mind that comes from
knowing you're backed by the same exceptional quality
you've come to expect from all Motorola products. And
now Motorola quality is more affordable and more accessible
than you think. All from the company that has proudly
serviced business and government with more than 75 years
of experience, dedication and trust.

• DJSS offers a variety of hardware configurations to
meet budgetary and availability requirements

Mahoney's back-up unit safely returns Brittany to the
residence and to her mother. Mike is transported to the
hospital and is later released.

Dispatch is notified via the mobile that the officers have
arrived on scene. As they approach the house with caution,
Brenda runs out of the house to meet the officers.
She informs the officers of the situation: John and Brenda
are married and have a 7 year-old daughter, Brittany. Mike
was visiting when John came home intoxicated and physically
began to assault Brenda. Mike tried to intervene and was
severely injured which prompted Brenda to call 9-1-1. Just
moments before the officers arrived, her husband fled the
house, taking Brittany with him.
Officer Jones advises dispatch to send EMS for Mike's
injury. He also provides a description of John, Brittany and
the vehicle. Dispatch uses CAD to immediately initiate
a BOLO, which is received by all mobile units. Sally also
updates CAD information and dispatches EMS with
a wireless signal.

IP-Based Networks are
becoming increasingly
complex. Integrated
Network Management is
key to providing complete
and easy management of
your network.
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call taking and dispatching functions so you can use the
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DJSS by itself is a powerful tool. But Motorola lets you
add other options that allow you to even further enhance
your public safety responses. These options include:
• Field Based Reporting. Field-based reporting has never
been easier. This module is both fast and accurate,
eliminating the errors inherent in manual data entry.
This complete mobile reporting solution results in more
accurate data through customized forms, definable
supervisor workflow processes and efficient exporting
of report data to Records Management System. And if
your agency chooses to submit reports wirelessly,
officers can then stay in the field throughout their
shift to protect and serve their communities.
• Automatic Vehicle Location. Using Global Positioning
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for incident assistance and response times can be
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